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Abstract—We investigate how geographic visualization
can be used as a means to facilitate understanding of risk
in emergency situations. Specifically, we identify the need
of decision makers regarding access to risk information;
introduce a visualization solution that aims to satisfy these
needs; and evaluate this solution in terms of its ability
to generate insight. A description of how the solution can
be implemented is included. Our findings indicate that
geographic visualization is an effective means for facilitating
understanding of risk in emergency situations, but that the
effectiveness of the concept depends on the visualization
design. A set of guidelines towards risk visualization design
is proposed.

Index Terms—geovisualization; interactivity; risk assess-
ment; emergency situation; decision support

I. INTRODUCTION

While emergency situations are characterized by a
need for immediate and reliable response, emergency re-
sponse typically include characteristics such as attention-
demanding environments, harsh conditions, and large
amounts of information coming from multiple sources
and actors. A great challenge for the operative leaders
working under these condititons is to develop a sound
understanding of the given situation, and based on
this understanding, making sound decisions regarding
emergency response.

According to a review of enquiries of large incidents
in Norway from 1999 to 2008, “lacking acknowledgment
of risks due to lack of knowledge” was found to be the
main factor increasing “risk level for rescue personnel and
civilians” [1]. Drawing on these findings, the same study
emphasized the need to provide on-scene emergency
response personnel with “better and faster access to neces-
sary information and knowledge” in order to reduce risk in
emergency operations [1]. The need for a risk-informed
approach towards decision-making is also identified
by Rake, who studied leadership in 22 incidents [15].
Among other things, Rake found that leaders focus
on details, practical solutions and the current state of
situations, rather than on precautionary planning [15].

In light of the findings above, there seems to be a
need for decision support tools capable of improving
decision makers’ understanding of risk during emer-
gency situations. In this paper, we report from a project

investigating how geovisualization can be used as a
means to facilitate understanding of risk in emergency
situations. The project involved the development and
evaluation of a prototype solution for visualization of
risk. We present and discuss this solution, and the results
from the evaluations.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

To investigate how visualization can be used as a
means to facilitate understanding of risk in emergency
situations, we adopted the user-centered interaction de-
sign approach outlined in [16]. In accordance with this
approach, our research was divided into 4 iterating
phases (see Figure 1). In the initial phase, -identify users
needs and establish requirements-, we investigated (1) what
types of information decision makers need access to
in order to understand risk, and (2) how these needs
impose requirements towards solutions for visualization
of risk. In the second phase, -design visualization solutions-
, we developed conceptual risk visualization solutions
that satisfied the requirements identified in phase 1. In
the third phase, -prototype visualization solutions-, we built
prototypes of the conceptual designs developed in phase
2. In the fourth phase, -evaluate visualization solution-,
we assessed the visualization solutions in terms of their
ability to generate insight that enable decision makers to
reason about risk in emergency situations. As illustrated

Figure 1. Research phases and workflow
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in Figure 1 under Workflow/Method, two iterations were
completed. In the first iteration, we identified user needs
and requirements (see Section III), and designed an
initial solution for visualization of risk (see Section IV),
which was then prototyped and evaluated (see Section
V). In the first step of the second iteration, we utilized
the results from the first evaluation to redesign the
initial solution (see Section VI). The revised solution was
then prototyped and reevaluted (see Section VII). The
prototype of the first visualization solution consisted
of visualization examples printed on paper, and was
evaluted by means of a walkthrough inspection. The pro-
totype for the revised visualization solution consisted of
interactive visualizations presented on a computer, and
was evaluted by means of a usability test. Details about
the evaluation methods are given in Section V for the
walkthrough inspection, and Section VII for the usability
test.

III. USER NEEDS AND SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS

To investigate what type of information decision mak-
ers need in order to reason about risk during emergency
situations, we reviewed reports from recent emergency
drills, and other research in this area. The identified
needs were then converted into a set of requirements that
specify how a solution for visualization of risk should
behave, and what functionality it should support, for the
needs to be met. First and foremost, the review indicated
that decision makers should not only have access to
information that makes them aware of risks during
emergency situations, but also to information that enable
them to reason about these risks. With regards to the
latter, this may include information about the incident
(e.g. a wildfire) that gave rise to the risks; the char-
acteristics and location of physical objects posing risk
(e.g. a gas tank) or assets being at risk (e.g. buildings);
the consequence (e.g. major consequences if the gas tank
explodes) and likelihood (e.g. it is very likely that the gas
tank will explode) constituting risks; and the underlying
factors affecting likelihood and consequence (e.g. wind-
strength, wind-direction, gas type, assets). A solution for
visualization of risk should thus be efficiently capable of
communicating these types of information for each risk
related to an occurred incident. In Section IV, we present
our first attempt at building such a solution.

IV. RISK VISUALIZATION SOLUTION

After identifying what types of information a solution
for visualization of risk should be capable of visualizing,
we moved on to develop an initial conceptual solution
design. In this design, risk is visualized geographically
in direct relation to an occurred incident, using an inter-
active digital map (see Figure 2).

The incident giving rise to risk is represented by an
icon (e.g. ) positioned on the map on the location
where it has been reported to occur. The area plausibly

affected by the incident is represented by a blue outline
surrounding the affected area. The risks associated

with the incident are represented in the map as risk
objects. Each risk object depicts a physical object (e.g.
building, gas tank) that as a result of the occurred
incident is at risk or pose risk to an asset (e.g. life,
forest). As denoted in Table I, we visualize risk objects
differently depending on their physical size:

Table I
RISK OBJECT VISUALIZATION

Example Description
Small extent risk objects, such as gas
tanks, are represented by an icon sym-
bolizing risk object type, positioned di-
rectly above its location in the map.Medium extent risk objects, such as buildings, are represented by a 3D polygon (e.g.        ) 

clamped on top of the actual object it is representing, and an icon (e.g.        ).
Medium extent risk objects, such as
buildings, are represented by an icon and
a 3D polygon clamped on top of the
object it is representing.
Large extent risk objects, such as forest
areas and farmland, are represented by
means of polygons clamped on top of the
objects they are representing.
A cluster of similar risk objects (only
small/medium) is represented by a clus-
ter icon (e.g. ). This representation is
relative to the scale of the map.

Figure 3. Risk object information balloon

All risk objects are colorized according to the risk
level that they are associated with. Catastrophic level
risk objects are colored RED; High level risk objects
are colored ORANGE; Moderate level risk objects are
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Figure 2. Risk visualization examples

colored YELLOW; and low level risk objects are colored
GREEN (a legend denote this relationship). Additional
information about a risk object can be accessed by click-
ing the object, which brings up an information balloon
with 3 clickable tabs containing information about the
consequence, likelihood and underlying factors associ-
ated with the risk, as shown in Figure 3.

The consequence tab contains a textual description of
the asset that is at stake, coupled with a meter diagram
and a consequence value (e.g. not dangerous, dangerous,
very dangerous or catastrophic) describing the impact of
the unwanted incident associated with the risk occur-
ring. The likelihood tab contains a meter diagram and a
likelihood value (e.g. unlikely, less likely, possible, likely or
very likely) describing the probability that the unwanted
incident will occur. The factor tab contains information
describing the factors that affect risk likelihood and/or
risk consequence. Altogether, these visualization seman-
tics make up the initial solution design.

V. FIRST EVALUATION: WALKTHROUGH INSPECTION

After having built an initial solution design, as de-
scribed in Section IV, we then moved on to prototype
and evaluate the design. The first evaluation study took
form as a walkthrough inspection where a group of 5 fire
lieutenants were presented with paper-based risk visu-
alizations for 3 different incident scenarios, and asked
to interpret various parts of these visualizations. The
study was inspired both by the pluralistic walkthrough
technique [12], and the group-based expert walkthrough tech-
nique [4]. To document the study, we made use of audio
recordings, observations and written feedback sheets. By
analyzing the collected data, we gained valuable insights
into (1) what aspects of the visualization solution that
worked well, (2) what aspects that were problematic,
and (3) how the solution could be improved. Below, we
present a summary of these findings.

A. Well-working Aspects

Based on the participants’ interpretations of the visu-
alizations, several aspects of the visualization solution
seemed to work as intended. In general, the inspection
showed that the risk visualizations enabled participants
to get a good overview of the emergency situations,
identify risk objects related to the incidents, understand
underlying factors affecting risk, and which assets that
were at stake in relation to the risks. A detailed list of
well-working aspects is included in the list below.

• The visualizations enabled the participants to un-
derstand and localize the general position where the
incident occurred.

• The visualizations enabled the participants to iden-
tify risk objects located within the boundaries of the
incident area.

• The visualizations enabled the participants to ap-
proximate how the situation might evolve in the
future (i.e. undesired events).

• The visualizations enabled the participants to get
an overview and “form a picture” of the emergency
situation without being on-scene.

• The visualizations enabled the participants to un-
derstand risk factors, and relate this information to
risk consequence and likelihood.

• The visualizations enabled the participants to un-
derstand what assets that were at stake for the
various risk objects within the incident area.

Additionally, drawing on the feedback from the partic-
ipants, some parts of the visualizations seemed to be
more valuable than other parts. Specifically, the content
in the information balloon got more attention than the
other parts in the visualizations. In relation to this, one
of the participants even pointed out that the likelihood-
and underlying factor information might be the most
valuable.
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B. Problematic Aspects

Although some aspects of the solution seemed to work
as intended, we also identified a number of problematic
aspects. First and foremost, the inspection showed that
the visualizations did not provide a clear representation
of the consequence and likelihood associated with risk.
In particular, participants seemed to get confused from
the fact that the color scale used in the meter diagrams
were equivalent with the color scale used to represent
different risk levels. Moreover, the participants often
had difficulties understanding what event the likelihood
and consequence information was to be associated with,
as there was no description of this event in the infor-
mation balloons. Another identified issue was that the
participants were confused regarding what the labels
connected with the arrow on the consequence meter
diagrams were supposed to mean. Consequently, the
word dangerous may not be a good word to describe
consequence. Some of the participants even discarded
the consequence labels in their written feedback, by
using moderate and catastrophic to describe the conse-
quences, instead of dangerous and very dangerous. Below
we provide a detailed list of the identified problems.

1) The visualizations did not clarify what unwanted in-
cident (e.g. explosion, fire) the visualized likelihood
and consequence information (in the information
balloon) was to be associated with.

2) The visualizations did not provide a sufficient level
of granularity and unambiguity in their represen-
tation of risk object types, as symbolized icons
were sometimes interpreted differently across par-
ticipants.

3) The use of the same color-scale to represent
not only risk-level, but also likelihood-value and
consequence-value, led to inconsistent interpreta-
tions and confusion among viewers.

4) The visualizations did not provide a clear and intu-
itive representation of the consequence-value related
to a given asset (as described in the information
balloon).

With regards to the representation of risk object critical-
ity (i.e. risk-level), we are not certain whether or not the
color-scale used to represent different risk levels worked
as intended. The reason for this uncertainty is that the
participants seemed to misinterpret the task scenario
related to risk-level understanding.

In addition to the problems highlighted in the list
above, the participants also pointed out several other
issues worth mentioning. First and foremost, there was
a lot of skepticism among the participants regarding
how and if our solutions would be usable in a real-life
situation. In particular, it was highlighted that it would
be difficult to understand distance between objects, if the
visualizations were scaled down to fit on a mobile phone
display, and that any handheld equipment would have

to be sturdy enough to withstand harsh field conditions.

C. Suggestions for Improvement
To try and fix the identified visualization problems, we

came up with a list of suggestions for how the solution
could be improved (see Table II). As one might notice,
each improvement suggestion is related to fixing one of
the issues listed in Section V-B. To solve the issue regard-

Table II
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE VISUALIZATION SOLUTION

Issue Suggested improvement
1 Add a description of the unwanted incident

associated with the risk to the representation
of likelihood and consequence.

2 Incorporate a finer granularity of risk object
type symbols (e.g. different buildings are
represented by means of different symbols).

3 Remove the color-scale and meter-diagram
from the representation of likelihood. In-
stead, utilize only text to describe likelihood.

3 Remove the color-scale meter-diagram from
the representation of consequence. Instead,
utilize only text to describe consequence.

4 Change the wording of the consequence
value labels to avoid describing consequence
in terms of danger.

ing lack of information about the unwanted incident as-
sociated with the risk (issue 1), it was suggested to sim-
ply add a textual description of the unwanted incident
to the representation of likelihood and the representation
of consequence. The rationale for this suggestion was
based on the recommendations given in [8], emphasizing
that text may be used to provide viewers with additional
information concerning “magnitude or seriousness of risks,
unwanted incidents and more” [8].

To bridge the issue regarding risk object ambiguity
(issue 2), it was suggested that we should incorporate
a finer level of granularity in our visualizations, where
we not only differentiate between various classes of
physical objects (e.g. buildings, explosize hazards), but
also between subclasses of these classes (e.g. by using
different symbols for houses, cabins, and industry).

To remove the ambiguity caused by using the same
color-scale to represent risk-level, consequence and like-
lihood (issue 3), it was suggested that we should remove
the meter-diagram both from the consequence and the
likelihood representation, and rather make use of text to
describe these information types. The choice of utilizing
text for this purpose was also based on the recommen-
dations of [8]. To solve the issue regarding the represen-
tation of consequence value (issue 4), it was suggested
that we should change the wording of the consequence
value labels (e.g. dangerous, very dangerous) to avoid
describing consequence in terms of danger.
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VI. REVISED RISK VISUALIZATION SOLUTION

Based on the findings from the first evaluation, as
presented in Section V, we revised the initial design with
respect to the identified suggestions for improvement
(see Table II). Most importantly, this included changing
the representation of likelihood and consequence within
the interactive information balloons, as illustrated in
Figure 4. Compared with the initial design (see Figure

Figure 4. Revised risk object information balloon

3), the consequence and likelihood information was now
represented solely by means of text, and in direct relation
to the unwanted incident to which it is associated.
Furthermore, we also incorporated a finer granularity of
risk object icons, and changed the representation of risk
consequence to make use of the scale insignificant - minor
- moderate - major - catastrophic.

VII. SECOND EVALUATION: USABILITY TESTING

After revising the initial solution design, as described
in Section VI, the new design was then prototyped and
evaluated. The second evaluation study took form as a
usability test [2] where 6 students were asked (individu-
ally) to take on the role as operative leaders and explore
risk visualizations for 3 different incident scenarios while
utilizing a think aloud protocol. The aim of the study
was to assess the usability of the visualization solution,
in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction.
The study was inspired by North’s approach towards
measuring visualization insight, as described in [13].
To document the study, we made use of observation,
screen capture, audio recordings and user satisfaction
questionnaires. Below we provide a summary of our
findings.

A. Effectiveness

The general impression from the usability testing was
that the revised solution to a large extent did generate
insight among its users. Through interacting with the
visualizations, participants developed a comprehensive
understanding of the emergency situations, largely en-
abling them to identify risk objects, determine how the
risk objects should be prioritized, and to rationalize why
certain risk objects were more critical than others. The
effectiveness of the solution was most evident in terms
of communicating the location, nature and criticality of
small- and medium extent risk objects. As particularly
useful with respect to the latter, we highlight the color-
scale used to represent different risk levels, the use
of icons to represent different risk object types, and
the functionality to view underlying factor information
about risk objects. In difference from the evaluation of
the initial solution design, participants now seemed to
establish a good understanding of risk consequence, like-
lihood, asset, and unwanted incident information while
interacting with the visualizations. This strengthens the
notion that text is efficient for representing underlying
risk information, as highlighted by [8]. Interestingly
however, participants seemed to make little use of the
consequence and likelihood values, rather highlighting
the asset at stake and the unwanted incident informa-
tion. Moreover, the participants also seemed to find the
underlying factor information more useful and valuable
than both likelihood and consequence information.

Although several aspects of the solution seemed to
have a high degree of effectiveness, there were still
many problematic issues to be found. First and fore-
most, it was clear that the solution did not succeed in
communicating large-extent risk objects to the users. In
comparison with small- and medium extent risk objects,
which were depicted in the visualizations by means of
symbolized icons colorized according to their associated
risk level, large extent risk objects were represented
solely by means of polygons colorized according to
risk level. Hence, to improve the representation of large
extent risk objects, it might be fruitful to add an icon to
the representation, clarifying what type of object that is
being represented. This way, we might also resolve some
of the problematic aspects highlighted by participants,
emphasizing that large-extent risk objects did not pro-
vide visual cues to show that they were clickable, and
that it was unclear what type of area the large extent
risk objects were supposed to represent. Nevertheless,
the findings clearly indicate that polygons alone are not
sufficient for representing large extent risk objects.

Several participants also came forward with sugges-
tions for improving the visualization solution. One par-
ticularly interesting suggestion was to represent environ-
mental factors such as wind and temperature directly in
the map, instead of tying them to risk objects. This way,
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the information could not only be used to rationalize
why one object is more critical than another, but also to
build a better understanding of the emergency situation
as a whole. Additionally, by representing the information
in one single place, instead of duplicating it for every
single risk object it is relevant for, we would reduce the
amount of information included in the visualizations,
and thus also the cognitive load put on the users.

B. Efficiency

Based on our observations, the revised solution
seemed to generate insight in an efficient manner: Within
minutes of interacting with the visualizations, and with-
out receiving any form of training, users were capa-
ble of explaining the emergency situations in terms
of incident- and risk information, determining the or-
der in which (small and medium extent) risk objects
should be prioritized, and rationalizing their choice of
prioritization using the available consequence, likelihood
and underlying factor information. Particularly efficient
were the color-coding used to represent different risk
levels, enabling users to almost immediately determine
which risk objects that were the most critical, and which
objects that were less critical. The interactivity provided
in the visualizations also seemed to work efficiently, and
users easily extracted information about risk objects by
navigating through the tabbed interface in the informa-
tion balloons. Nevertheless, and as highlighted by the
users themselves, it might be possible to achieve even
greater efficiency by discarding the tabbed interface and
rather present all information on the same page in the
information balloon. Instead of having to specify which
type of information one wants to see, all information
associated with a risk object could thus be accessed
through one single step. Based on the results from
tracking users interactions with the visualizations, the
solution succeeded in making its users put greater focus
on more critical risk objects than on less critical objects.
As illustrated to the left in Figure 5, a greater amount of
information was retrieved from more critical risk objects,
than from less critical risk objects. Catastrophic risk
objects got more attention than high-level risk objects,
which got more attention than moderate-level objects,
which got more attention than low-level risk objects.
Similarly, as illustrated to the right in Figure 5, users
typically also extracted information from more critical
risk objects before extracting information from less critical
risk objects. The diagram shows that users attended to
catastrophic risk objects first, before respectively moving
on to high-, moderate- and low-level risk objects, in the
specified order.

C. User Satisfaction

The general trend in the user satisfaction ratings was
positive. In the majority of the cases, participants rated
the visualizations as both easy understand, and easy to

navigate. Moreover, most participants also stated that
the visualizations provided them with a good overview
of the emergency situations, and how these situations
may evolve in the future. With regards to particularly
useful aspects in the visualizations, several participants
emphasized the use of color-coding as an intuitive way
to differentiate between risk levels, and the use of icons
to represent risk objects. Concrete factor information
about risk objects, as made available by the information
balloons was also accentuated as a valuable part of the
visualizations. With regards to problematic aspects, the
participants particularly emphasized the representation
of large extent risk objects as confusing, and the tabbed
interface utilized in the information balloons as cumber-
some when comparing one risk object with another. To
some extent, the latter was also evident from observing
the participants interactions with the visualizations.

VIII. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION

So far in this paper we have disregarded all technical-
ities and focused our attention solely on the design of
risk visualizations. In this section, we take a step further
and describe how our solution for visualization of risk
was implemented. On a high level, the implementation
consists of 3 internal components, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Solution implementation structure

• A risk visualization map responsible for receiving
incident data from users, and communicating visu-
alizations to users by rendering these in a digital
interactive map.

• A risk visualization controller responsible for han-
dling all communication between both the internal
in the implementation, and the external components
it depends on.

• A risk visualization generator responsible for con-
verting risk data for an incident into visualizations
that can be rendered in the risk visualization map.

Additionally, the implementation is dependent on an
external component (i.e. risk information generator) that
is responsible for supplying the internal components
with risk data from which visualizations can be pro-
duced. Although this external component was not built
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Figure 5. Risk information request distributions

as a part of the implementation, we see it as important
to describe the theory behind it: In order to analyze
risk in relation to an incident that has occurred (e.g. a
wildfire), the external component is dependent on (1)
incident models that given the necessary characteristics
about an incident are capable of generating an estimate
on how the incident may evolve in the future, and (2)
a database that contain georeferenced information about
assets (one example of such a database is the national
asset database [11]). To explain how this component could
work, lets picture ourselves a scenario where a wild-
fire has occurred. By feeding the incident model with
information about the location of the wildfire and the
current wind direction and strength, the model is capable
of generating an approximated plume that visualizes
how the wildfire is likely to spread within the next
hour (one model for calculating wildfire plumes can be
found in [10]). Using the geographical coordinates of this
plume, we can then query the asset database to show all
assets that are located within this area. The actual risk
level associated with each asset can then be calculated
by combining the probability of the wildfire spreading
to the location of the asset, with the consequence of
the asset burning up. To realize the risk information
generator as described above, one would have to make
use of geographical information systems such as ArcGIS
or Quantum GIS.

The implementation of the internal components is
based on a client-server model, where the risk visual-
ization map acts as a client running in a web browser,
while the other three components reside on a centralized
server. By utilizing a client-server design, we unload
clients from heavy data loads, increase performance,
enable centralized data storage, and allow for distri-
bution of visualization data to multiple clients simul-
taneously. The implementation was realized using Java
combined with a variety of different technologies: The
risk visualization map was developed as a web application
using Google Web Toolkit (GWT) [6]. The risk visualization
generator makes use of Java API for KML (JAK) in order to
generate visualization data [9]. Google Maps is used as a

digital geospatial environment for visualizing risk in the
risk visualization map [7]. Visualization data is defined in
Keyhole Markup Language (KML) [14], while GeoXml [5] is
utilized to render visualizations. For more details about
the implementation, see [3].

IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated how visualization can be used as
a means to facilitate understanding of risk in emergency
situations, leaving us with 3 main findings.

First, we found that the concept of visualizing risk
directly on a digital map is effective in terms of enabling
decision makers to identify risk. However, the effective-
ness of the concept seems to vary dependening on the
approach towards visualization. In particular, while the
use of symbolized icons seemed to be both efficient and
effective for representing the nature and location of small
and medium extent risk objects, the use of polygons to
represent large extent risk objects seemed opposingly
inefficient and ineffective.

Second, we learned that risk visualizations can effi-
ciently enable decision makers to prioritize between risk
objects associated with an emergency situation. Specifi-
cally, the solution seemed to succeed in making its users
(1) extract a greater amount of information from more
critical risk objects than from less critical objects, and
(2) attend to more critical risk objects before attending
to less critical objects. Moreover, drawing on the visu-
alization approach adopted in the solution, where risk
objects were colorized with different colors according to
the risk level they were associated with, these findings
also work to confirm the fruitfulness of using color to
affect risk perception, as reported in [17].

Third, we found that interactive risk visualizations can
efficiently help decision makers rationalize why some
risk objects are more critical than others. As demon-
strated in our solution, this can be achieved by offering
interactive on demand access to textual information de-
scribing the underpinning consequence, likelihood and
factors constituting risk. Interestingly, information about
the factors affecting the consequence and/or likelihood
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associated with risk, and information about the asset
at stake and the related unwanted incident seemed
to be more valuable for the purpose of understand-
ing risk than other types of information, such as the
consequence- and likelihood values. This indicates (1)
that factual and concrete information have a greater
ability to generate insight than more abstract information
types, such as level scales and numbers, and (2) that
operative leaders have difficulties trusting aggregated
values unless they are provided with information that
explains what the aggregated values are based upon.
Drawing on these lessons learned, we propose the fol-
lowing general principle for visualizing risk in emer-
gency situations:

When aggregated and/or abstract values are used to com-
municate risk in emergency situations, there must also be
information available that can explain what these values are
based upon. The latter should include information about the
underlying factors that affect likelihood and/or consequence,
the unwanted incident associated with the risk, and descrip-
tions of the assets that are at stake.

Based on our research we see geographic visualization
of risk as a fruitful means to better decision makers abil-
ity to acknowledge and reason about risk in emergency
situations, and to facilitate precautionary planning. Seen
in relation to [1] and [15], these qualities are crucial to
reduce risk-levels for civilians and emergency personnel
during emergency situations. Although there is much
room for improving the solution presented in this paper,
our research has provided us with useful insights as
to how efficient risk visualization can be achieved. In
Table III we summarize our findings by introducing a
set of risk visualization design guidelines, giving advice
on how various types of risk information should /
should not be visualized. In the end, we hope that these
guidelines can inspire other actors to come up with more
clever ways of visualizing risk information.
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